Our Online Semester is a great way
for students to try new classes! Our
teachers are looking forward to
offering new material and concentrate
on technique and training. We are
excited to offer students new classes
that we are normally not able to fit
into our busy schedule at the studio.
We can’t wait to see you in class!

Even though you’re unable to take a class at the PATABS studios in person right
now, we want you to keep dancing, singing and acting! Our instructors are offering
online classes to you to take while you're staying home. Our staff is committed to
keeping the arts alive and encouraging our students to further their technique and
training. The staff have designed these classes for students to be successful in their
training at home. We can’t wait to bring the arts to you!

THEATER
HISTORY

This course introduces and explores theater from page to stage as a live
performing art. Topics include dramatic structure, theatrical
representation, and the crafts of theater artists such as directors,
designers, playwrights, and actors.
Mon 4:30-5:00 PM I Beginner/Intermediate I Ms. Brittany

A very fun and popular for the dancer who loves to be on stage. Inspiration
comes from plays such as Disney musicals, Cats, Hair Spray, In the Heights,
etc. It is a fantastic way to feel like you are in the theater without having to
sing or act. Jazz technique, stylization, expression is also taught in this class
which enhances their dance education and future theater opportunities.

THEATER
JAZZ

Mon 5:00-5:45 PM I Beginner/intermediate I Miss Maddie

HUla

This 30-minute class is focused on the repetition of basic hula steps to
provide the beginning student with a greater understanding of Hawaiian
dance. Students are introduced to hula through basic hand and foot
movements helping them to develop coordination and rhythm.
MON 5:00-5:30 PM I BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE I Ms. Brittany

An introduction to the basics of hip-hop including terminology and
foundational steps. Sequences and combinations will be used to reinforce
learning. Some floorwork will also be reviewed. *No prior experience
with hip hop is required.

Theater
class
Hip-Hop

Mon 7:30-8:00 I BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE/Advanced I Ms. Brooke

Beginner
Ballet

Girls and boys enjoy expressing themselves through movement while
learning basic ballet terminology and movements. We will also explore
an intro to tap. Students are introduced to classroom etiquette, basic ballet
exercises, and musicality.
TUES 10:00-11:00AM OR THURS 5:00-6:00 PM I Beginner I Ms. AManda

Small group vocal lessons allow each student to experience building a balance of
Music Theory, vocal technique, and exposure to a wide variety of vocal styles. Each
piece is carefully chosen by the instructor to exemplify essential practice in warm-up
techniques, pitch, tone, harmony and control.
TUES 4:00-5:00 PM I Advanced I Ms. Brittany

Intermediate/
advanced
Acting

Advanced
voice

Students will learn the acting skills of observation, sense memory,
characterization, and active listening as they practice audition techniques
and prepare monologues. This program will focus on the importance of
actors developing their non-verbal skills for performance.
TUES 5:00-6:00 PM I Intermediate/Advanced I Ms. Brittany

Beginner
Ballet
Technique

This beginning level class is designed to develop awareness of alignment
and basic ballet vocabulary and technique. Class will include basic barre
exercises, as well as center work. Your student will have a fun time
learning the secrets behind becoming a great ballerina or danseur!
WED 3:30-4:00 PM I BEGINNER I Ms. Robin

These are intermediate to advanced classes. Prior ballet experience is required.
We will focus on classical ballet technique through a professional class
progression. Barre work and center exercises are designed to better your
technique, as well as performance quality and confidence. With quality and
knowledgeable teaching and an encouraging environment, these classes will be a
perfect fit for those who aspire to improve their dancing!

Intermediate/
Advanced
Ballet
Technique

WED 4:00-5:00 PM INTERMEDIATE/Advanced I Ms. Robin

Music &
ME

This class will start with a welcome song, then stretches, students and
their parent will work on a gross movement skill. Over course a class
can't be complete without singing and dancing! This class is meant to be
taken with a 1 through 3-year old and adult.
WED 4:30-5:00 PM I Ms. Elizabeth

Modern class will incorporate many of the foundations of modern dance
technique, including suspension and release, fall and recovery, the use of
momentum and connecting breath with movement. Dancers will explore new
ways of moving in combinations, floor work, and in various methods of
improvisation.

WED 5:00-6:00 PM INTERMEDIATE/Advanced I Ms. Brittany

Contemporary

Intermediate/
Advanced
Modern

This class blends elements of Contemporary and Modern dance, such as freedom
of expression, interpretation of music, principles of fall and recovery, control,
breathing, balance and contraction/release. Contemporary Dance forms allow
students to explore their individual dance style outside of the structure of
traditional ballet and jazz classes.
WED 6:00-7:00 PM I ADVANCED I Ms. Brittany

Traditional Jazz study with terminology and technique focusing on
more challenging turns, leaps, and combinations.
WED 7:00-8:00 PM I INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED I Ms. Brooke

Intermediate/
Advanced Jazz

Beginner/
Intermediate
Lyrical

An introduction to organic movement, common in lyrical dance. Focus
on short combinations to expand understanding of classroom technique.

THURS 7:00-8:00 PM I Beginner/intermediate I Ms. Brooke

Our intermediate students expand upon the fundamental steps of tap
dance, learn tap terminology and develop the ability to maintain correct
body placement. Students focus on creating multiple rhythms and
coordinating different steps.

Intermediate
Tap

FRI 4:30-5:00 PM I INTERMEDIATE I Ms. Brittany

Beginner/
Intermediate
Stretch

Our stretching class is for students to increase their flexibility, work on
developing their core, and strengthen basic technique.
FRi 5:00-6:00 PM I Beginner/intermediate I Ms. Brittany

Our stretching class is for students to increase their flexibility, work on
developing their core, and strengthen basic technique.
FRi 6:00-7:00 PM I Intermediate/advanced I Ms. Brittany

Beginner
Voice

Intermediate/
Advanced
Stretch

An exploration of the physiology and acoustics of the human singing voice in a
group setting. Vocal techniques are taught in a group format as a healthy
foundation for solo performance in both classical and non-classical singing
styles.
FRi 6:00-7:00 PM I Beginner I Mr. Kamryn

Tap classes are offered to students and focus on rhythm, musicality and timing.
All classes begin with an energetic warm-up, across the floor exercises and
combinations. Our beginner students explore the fundamental steps of tap dance,
learn tap terminology and develop the ability to maintain correct body placement.
Sat 11:00AM-12:00PM I Beginner I Ms. Brittany

Beginner Tap

